Abstract. An (n, k)-universal sequence is a binary sequence with the property that each window of size k and span at most n is covered by the sequence, i.e., each sequence of length k occurs as the content of a shift of the window. We derive upper and lower bounds on the minimum length of universal sequences, both for the linear case and the circular case.
Introduction
In this paper we consider (0, 1)-sequences X"x , x , . . . , x *\ . We call¸the length of the sequence. An increasing sequence of indices i , i , . . . , i I with i I "i #m!1 is called a window of span m and size k. We also use the name (m, k)-window. The index i is called the initial position of the window. The subsequence x G , x G , . . . , x G I of X is called the contents of the window. We call the sequence X an (n, k)-universal sequence if for every m with k6m6n and for every window 0"w , w , . . . , w I "m!1, each vector a3+0, 1,I occurs somewhere as the contents of the shifted window w #j, w #j, . . . , w I #j. (Here j6¸!1!w I .) This terminology (with a slightly different meaning) was introduced by A. Lempel and M. Cohn in [2] . Such sequences have applications in the testing of very large scale integration (VLSI) chips.
Universal sequences are in some sense a generalization of the well known De Bruijn sequences. Recall that a De Bruijn sequence of length¸"2I is an arrangement of a (0,1)-sequence x , x , . . . , x *\ on a circle such that the 2I windows i, i#1, . . . , i#k!1 (where we use the convention x G "x G>* ) contain all possible vectors in +0, 1,I. An example is X"0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1. From this we see that 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0 is a (3,3)-universal sequence of length 10. This is optimal since we obviously have¸7n#2I!1 for an (n, k)-universal sequence of lengtḩ because we need at least 2I initial positions for every (m, k)-window. We are interested in the minimal length of an (n, k)-universal sequence. We denote this length by¸(n, k) and we define f I (n) by¸(n, k)"n#f I (n). As observed above
From the existence of De Bruijn sequences we find that for n"k equality holds in (1). We shall also study the circular generalization. Again, the sequence x , x , . . . , x *\ is placed on a circle and indices (in subsequences and in windows) are considered mod¸. We define¸*(n, k) to be the minimal length of a circular universal (n, k)-sequence. So we have¸*(k, k)"2I.
The following restriction is also of interest. We define M(n, k) to be the minimal length of a (0, 1) sequence that has the universality property for all (m, k)-windows with m"n.
In our analysis of (n, k)-universal sequences of length¸, we shall often use the following array:
: "
We call this the array of X. The columns of are called x to xL\. The universality property implies that if we take k columns x"xG , xG , . . . , xG I "xL\, then the submatrix of consisting of these columns contains all possible vectors in +0, 1,I as rows. In fact, this is true for the restricted case with windows of span n only (i.e., when we consider M(n, k)).
As a first example of the use of this matrix we prove a lower bound for the length of universal sequences.
Theorem 1 For k74 we have f
Proof. By the argument above, the four columns x, xG, xH and xL\ (where 0(i(j(n!1) must be different. It follows that n!262*\L>!2 and this proves the assertion. )
Remark. Note that we have in fact shown that
Remark. This method does not work for k"3. In fact, we can show by a direct construction that M(n, 3)6n#15 for n728 (we omit this here). It is unlikely that such result holds for¸(n, 3) but we have not been able to show that f (n) is not bounded. The difficulty for the case k"3 is demonstrated by the following argument. Suppose 'that¸(n, 3)6n#c for some constant c and suppose that there is a sequence x , x , . . . such that for each n, the initial part x , x , . . . , x L\>A is universal. Consider the corresponding array . There are only 2A possible columns for . Then for every integer M there are indices i and j in the interval [M, M#2A] such that the columns xG and xH are equal. This implies that the first c shifts of the window (0, i, j ) do not cover all possible triples. But then the initial part x , x , . . . , x H\>A is not universal, a contradiction.
(n, 2)-universal sequences
The case k"2 is almost trivial. We already know that f (2)"3. If a (3, 2)-universal sequence of length 6 exists, we see from its array that it must have two 0's and two 1's in the first four positions and also in the last four positions. Furthermore, it must contain two consecutive 0's and two consecutive 1's. Only six (0, 1) sequences satisfy these conditions and none of them is universal. So,¸(3, 2)77. ‫ׅ‬ and all columns xH with j73 have 0 and 1 alternating. Hence the four pairs (x G , x G>H ), 06i63 are different. This handles all (m, 2)-windows of span '3. By inspection all (m, 2)-windows of span m"2 and m"3 also contain every possible vector of length 2. So we are done and we have also shown that¸(3, 2)"7.
)
Corollary¸*(n, 2)"n for n77.
Proof. We use the same sequence as above (now with length n77). The array is the same as before with the exception of the last three columns (because the sequence is circular). So now all (m, 2)-windows with m6n!3 have the required property. However, by reversing the order of the two elements in a window, this implies that all windows with m75 also have the required property. )
Remark. From the De Bruijn sequence 0, 0, 1, 1 we have¸*(2, 2)"4. For a circular universal (3, 2)-sequence we must have two adjacent 0's and two nonadjacent 0's and similarly for 1's. So the length must be at least 6. Then the sequence 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1 shows that¸*(n, 2)"6 for 36n66.
An upper bound
We shall now show that there is a constant c I such that f I (n)6c I log n.
The idea is to show that for each window it is possible to find sufficiently many shifted versions that are pairwise disjoint. Subsequently, we consider all possible (0, 1) sequences of the required length and delete those that do not cover all (0, 1) vectors in the shifted windows. By showing that not all the sequences are deleted in this way, we establish the existence of a universal sequence.
Consider a fixed window ¼ : 
We shall use the following trivial lemma. 
By Lemma 1 there are at most 2*\IP · 2I (2I!1)P
sequences x , x , . . . , x *\ such that some vector c3+0, 1,I is missing among the contents of the r shifted windows.
We delete these (0, 1) sequences from L and in fact to this for every window ¼ of span 6n and size k. The number of such windows is (L\ I\ )(nI. We see from (5) that after all the deletions there remains a universal sequence if 2*'nI · 2*\IP · 2I(2I!1)P,
By (6) we are done if r'2I · k log (2n) and by (4) this is true. This completes the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 3 For every k73 there is a constant c I
Remark. After completion of this work, we became aware of [4] . Here, the authors investigate (n, k)-universal test sets, N;n matrices ¹ with the property that on any k-tuple of coordinates each of the 2I possible vectors occurs at least once. The number of rows N is called the size of the test set. Moreover, they call a sequence X"x , . . . , x *\ (n, k)-universal if the array of X is an (n, k)-universal test set. (So their definition is slightly stronger than ours.) In that paper Theorem 3 is also obtained, with a similar proof.
The circular case
We first consider some small cases of¸*(n, 3). Clearly¸*(3, 3)"8 and in fact the sequence is unique, namely 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1. This sequence does not contain a window (i, i#1, i#3) with contents 0, 0, 0. Therefore¸* (4, 3)79. A universal sequence must contain three adjacent 0's and three adjacent 1's. Assume thaţ *(4, 3)"9. We distinguish two cases:
(i) There are four adjacent 0's. This is possible in only one way, namely 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1 and this sequence does not contain a window (i, i#2, i#3) with contents 0, 1, 0. 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0 ,0 ,0 shows that¸*(4, 3)"¸*(5, 3)"10.
Arguments like this become increasingly difficult. We calculated some values of¸*(n, 3) for small n by computer. We found¸*(6, 3)"12,¸*(7, 3)"14, *(8, 3)"16,¸*(9, 3)"17,¸*(n, 3)"18 for 106n612, and¸*(n, 3)"19 for 136n619. Note that on a circular sequence of length 19 each window of size 3 can be viewed as one with length at most 13 (by changing the initial position).
The value for n"19 is achieved by a Paley sequence: x G "0 if i is a square in F and x G "1 otherwise. This leads to our next theorem. We aim to show that for a fixed k there is a bound p I such that for all primes p7p I we have¸*(p, k)"p. For k"2 this is easy. Let be the quadratic character on F N . We now use +#1, !1, as alphabet. We define by (0)"1, (a)" (a) for aO0. We claim that the sequence x G : " (i), 06i(p, is a circular universal sequence for k"2 if p is sufficiently large. To show this, we use the following well known fact (cf. [3] , Ch. 18). For any cO0 in F N we have
Since takes on the values #1 and !1 exactly (p!1) times it easily follows from (7) that the pair ( (b), (b#c)) takes on each of the four values (#1, #1), (#1, !1), (!1, #1), and (!1, !1) roughly p times. In fact, for each pair the deviation from p is at most 2. This proves the universality (for p711; in fact, for p"5 and p"7 it is also true).
We shall proceed by induction. We need a lemma to estimate sums similar to the one in (7) 
We shall show that for a long Paley sequence the circular shifts of a window of size k contain every possible sequence roughly p/2I times. This is formulated as a lemma. 
We have shown that Lemma 3 is true for k"2. We apply Lemma 2 with q"p and " to the function
"(z#w )(z#w ) · · · (z#w I ).
Then d"k. Take a"1. We find
If we replace by , the right hand side of (9) increases by at most k. For any e"(e , e , . . . , e I )3+#1, !1,I let n e denote the number of occurrences of e as the contents of a shifted window. Then we can read (9) as
((e e . . . e I )n e "6(k!1)(p#k.
If e and f are two vectors in +#1, !1,I that differ in only one coordinate, then the induction hypothesis states that
where the remainder term r depends on the pair but has an absolute value at most c I\ (p#d I\ with certain constants c I\ and d I\ . Each term n e can be written as a linear combination of the left hand side of (10) and a number of terms of the type occurring in the left hand side of (11). We omit the details of this elementary linear algebra which produces the assertion of Lemma 3 by induction.
From Lemma 3 we see that if p is sufficiently large, all vectors indeed occur at least once as contents of a shifted window.
Theorem 4. For any k there is a p I
such that for all primes p'p I the sequence X defined by x G : " (i) for 06i(p is a circular universal sequence.
This shows that for fixed k the function¸*(n, k) is asymptotically equal to n(nPR). Computer results suggest existence of a number n I such that¸*(n, k) "n for n7n I . We have shown that n "2 and n "5. Probably n "19, n "67 and n "331, but we have not proved this.
